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This Candidate Statement of Provisional Results is not a certificate. Edexcel reserves the right to amend the
information given on the Candidate Statement of Provisional Results. A certificate confirming the result(s) will be
issued where appropriate in due course.

The resulls of the GCSE examination and the GCSE (short course) examination are reported on an 8 point scale
of grades: A.(a.), A(a), B(b), C(c), D(d), E(e), F(f) and G(g), of which Grade A.(a-) is the highest and Grade
G(g) the lowest. Candidates whose level of achievement is below the minimum standard for Grade G(g) will
receive an UNCLASSIFIED U(u) result. Where UNCLASSIFIED is received lt will not be recorded on the
certificate.

NO RESULT X indicates that a result is not being issued because of absence from all parts of the

PENDING
examination or because of a decision not to issue a result for any other reason.

Q indicates that no result has been issued as the marks for one or more components of the
examination are not available. The candidate is advised to contact the Examinations Officer at
the centre for further details.

# indicates the candidate was absent from part of the examination and was awarded zero marks
for this part/unit. The UMS mark/grade was awarded on the components actually taken.

GCSE inApplird Subjectsatd GCSE English Pild
The Double Award is designed to cover the content of two full GCSE subject courses. The result of a Double
Award is reported on a 15 point scale of grades: A*A*(a.a.), A.A(a.a), AA(aa), AB(ab), BB(bb), BC(bc), CC(cc),
CD(cd), DD(dd), DE(de), EE(ee), EF(ef), FF(ff), FG(g) and GG(gg) of which Grade A.A*(a*a*) is the highest
and Grade GG(SS) is the lowest. Candidates whose level of achievement is below the minimum standard for
Grade GG(gg) will receive an UNCLASSIFIED U(u). Where UNCLASSIFIED is received it will not be recorded
on the certificate.

GCSE (Short Corses)
The Shorl Course is designed to cover not less than half the specification content of the corresponding full
GCSE subject course and the same grading standards are applied. The GCSE (Shod Course) is, therefore,
broadly equivalent te half the corresponding full GCSE.

Component And Subiec't Results in i/bdem Foreign tanguages
Attainment in each component and the Subject is expressed as a mark on the Uniform Mark Scale. The minimum
uniform mark required for each grade equivalent of a component or subject result is:

Marimum unifonn ii*ark A* A B c D E F G
Commnent 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10

Subiec't 3fl) 3)O ?ao ?40 ?oo 160 124 80 40

Unitard Su$r't Reults ln IvloduhrSuliects
Attainment in each unit and the subject is expressed as a mark on the Uniform Mark Scale. The maximum
uniform mark for each unit is given overleaf. The maximum uniform mark for each unit depends on the weighting
of the unit in the scheme of assessment. The minimum uniform mark required for each grade equivalent of a unit
or subject result is:


